
QUOTING ENRIQUE
TARRIO INVOKING “THE
WINTER PALACE,” DOJ
CHARGES THE PROUD
BOYS WITH SEDITION
DOJ just charged the Proud Boy leaders with
seditious conspiracy. There are two main
differences from the earlier indictment adding
Enrique Tarrio to the conspiracy (a charge of 18
USC 372 was also added).

First, Charles Donohoe is no longer referred to
as a co-conspirator. He is described as a
cooperator.

Charles Donohoe is a 34-year-old
resident of Kenersville, North Carolina.
On January 6, 2021, Donohoe was the
president of his local chapter of the
Proud Boys.

Second, the indictment added this exchange.

At 7:39 pm, PERSON-1 sent two text
messages to TARRIO that read, “Brother.
‘You know we made this happen,” and “I’m
so proud of my country today.” TARRIO
responded, “I know” At 7:44 pm. the
conversation continued, with PERSON-1
texting, “1776 motherfuckers.” TARRIO
responded, “The Winter Palace.” PERSON-1
texted, “Dude. Did we just influence
history?” TARRIO responded, “Let’s first
see how this plays out.” PERSON-1
stated, “They HAVE to certify today! Or
it’s invalid.” These messages were
exchanged before the Senate returned to
its chamber at approximately 8:00 p.m.
to resume certifying the Electoral
College vote.

In this post, I noted that last week prosecutors
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were being coy about whether to expect a
superseding indictment, even while the discovery
index shared last week did not, yet, reflect the
cooperation of Donohoe.

The cooperation of Donohoe appears to have
gotten them to seditious conspiracy, though in
ways they’re hiding from most other potential
co-conspirators.

That is, Donohoe’s cooperation appears to have
gotten prosecutors to the point of charging
sedition.

Update: As a number of people have noted, the
reference to Winter Palace is a reference to
occupying the Capitol.

The nine-page planning document, titled
“1776 Returns,” is mentioned briefly in
the federal indictment filed last week
against Tarrio, who is accused of
orchestrating key participants in the US
Capitol attack that day. A source
revealed more details than were
previously known about the plan.

In court, prosecutors described an
unnamed person sending Tarrio the
document in late December 2020.

“The revolution is important,” the
person told him. According to
prosecutors, Tarrio replied: “That’s
what every waking moment consists of …
I’m not playing games.”

The written plan doesn’t mention
violence and contains two prongs — one
called “Storm the Winter Palace” in
which organizers would “fill the
buildings with patriots” and another
called the “Patriot Plan.” That one-page
list of demands would be distributed in
the streets, declaring “we the people”
request a new election on January 20,
2021, and falsely claiming “the evidence
of election fraud is overwhelming.”
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Though the document doesn’t call for
seizing the US Capitol, its timing and
themes track closely to the 1 p.m. ET
assembly of the rioting crowd on Capitol
Hill that ultimately overtook the
Capitol building.

 


